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Abstract—This paper describes a comparative study allowing the selection of the most appropriate electric propulsion system for a parallel Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV). This study is based on an exhaustive review of the state of the art and on an effective comparison of the performances of the four main electric propulsion systems that are the dc motor, the induction motor, the permanent magnet synchronous motor, and the switched reluctance motor. The main conclusion drawn by the proposed comparative study is that it is the cage induction motor that better fulfills the major requirements of the HEV electric propulsion.

Index Terms—Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), electric propulsion, comparison.

I. INTRODUCTION

Selection of traction motors for hybrid propulsion systems is a very important step that requires special attention. In fact, the automotive industry is still seeking for the most appropriate electric propulsion system for HEVs and even for electric vehicles. In this case, key features are efficiency, reliability and cost. The process of selecting the appropriate electric propulsion systems is however difficult and should be carried out at the system level. In fact, the choice of electric propulsion systems for HEVs mainly depends on three factors: driver expectation, vehicle constraint, and energy source. With these considerations, it is obvious that the overall motor operating point is not tightly defined [1]. Therefore, selecting the most appropriate electric propulsion system for a HEV is a challenging task.

In an industrial point of view, the major types of electric motors adopted or under serious consideration for HEVs and also for electric vehicles include the dc motor, the induction motor, the permanent magnet synchronous motor, and the switched reluctance motor [2]. Cross-sections of each of these four motor types are provided in Fig. 1. Moreover, according to an exhaustive review of the state of the art related to electric propulsion systems, it is observed that investigations on cage induction motors and the permanent magnet motors are highly dominant, whereas those on dc motors are dropping while those on switching reluctance motors are gaining much interest [3-6].

In this paper, potential candidates of traction motor, for parallel HEVs, are presented and evaluated according to the major requirements of a HEV electric propulsion system. Conclusions are then drawn to identify the most potential candidate of traction motor for parallel hybrid propulsion systems.

Fig. 1. Industrial and traction motors.

II. HEV MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

A. HEV Configuration

The proposed comparative study has been done on the parallel HEV configuration (Fig. 2). In fact, differing from the series hybrid, the parallel HEV allows both the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) and the electric motor to deliver power in parallel to drive the wheels. Since both the ICE and electric motor are generally coupled to the drive shaft of the wheels via two clutches, the propulsion power may be supplied by the ICE alone, by the electric motor or by both. Conceptually, it is inherently an electric-assisted ICE for achieving lower emissions and fuel consumption. Better than the series HEV, the parallel hybrid needs only two propulsion devices, the ICE and the electric motor. Another advantage over the series case is that a smaller ICE and a smaller electric motor can be used to get the same performance until the battery is depleted. Even for long-trip operation, only the ICE needs to be rated for the maximum sustained power while the electric motor may still be about a half [3], [7].

Sizing the electric motor is a key point in a HEV to improve fuel economy and dynamic performances. The ratio between the maximum power of the electric motor (Pmax) and the ICE (PICE) is characterized by the Hybridization Factor (HF) that is defined as
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III. COMPARATIVE STUDY

A. DC Motors (DC)

DC motors have ever been prominent in electric propulsion because their torque-speed characteristics suit traction requirement well and their speed controls are simple. However, DC motor drives have bulky construction, low efficiency, low reliability and need of maintenance, mainly due to the presence of the mechanical commutator (brush) even if interesting progress have been done in slippery contacts. Moreover, the development of rugged solid-state power semiconductors made it increasingly practical to introduce AC induction and synchronous motor drives that are mature to replace DC motor drive in traction applications.

B. Motor Characteristics Versus Electric Traction Selection

The major requirements of HEVs electric propulsion, as mentioned in past literature, are summarized as follows [1], [3].

- High instant power and high power density.
- High torque at low speeds for starting and climbing, as well as high power at high speed for cruising.
- Very wide speed range including constant-torque and constant-power regions.
- Fast torque response.
- High efficiency over wide speed and torque ranges.
- High efficiency for regenerative braking.
- High reliability and robustness for various vehicle-operating conditions.
- Reasonable cost.

Moreover, in the event of faulty operation, the electric propulsion should be fault-tolerant [10-11]. Finally, in an industrial point of view, an additional selection criterion is the market acceptance degree of each motor type, which is closely associated with the comparative availability and cost of its associated power converter technology [4].

Figure 3a illustrates the standard characteristics of an electric motor used in EVs or HEVs. This characteristic corresponds to the profile of the tractive effort versus speed on the driven wheels (Fig. 3b). It should be noted that these characteristics depend on the Hybridization Factor (HF).

![HEV parallel configuration](image1)

Fig. 2. HEV parallel configuration.

\[
HF = \frac{P_{EM}}{P_{EM} + P_{PE}} = \frac{P_{EM}}{P_{HEV}}
\]

Where \( P_{HEV} \) is the maximum total traction power to propel the HEV. It has been demonstrated that hybridization improves HEV fuel economy and dynamic performances up to a critical optimum point (HF = 0.3 to 0.5). After this point, increasing the electric propulsion system capacity will not improve the HEV performances [8-9].

![HEV typical characteristics](image2)

(a) Electric traction.

(b) Tractive effort versus speed.

Fig. 3. HEV typical characteristics.
In fact, the commutatorless motors are attractive as high reliability and maintenance-free operation are prime considerations for electric propulsion. Nevertheless, according to the cost of the inverter, ac drives are used generally just for higher power. At low power ratings, the dc motor is still more than an alternative. Improvement of existing cars (“re-engineering”) without changing the mechanical part can be achieved by new dc chopper power electronics. The commutator, if used in proper operation, is a very rugged “inverter”, therefore the power electronics circuit can be kept relatively simple and thus with low costs. This is the case of the French automaker PSA Peugeot Citroën that has introduced the HEV version of the well-known Berlingo, called Dynavolt, with a dc motor as an electric propulsion (Fig. 4) [12].

B. Induction Motor (IM)

Cage induction motors are widely accepted as the most potential candidate for the electric propulsion of HEVs according to their reliability, ruggedness, low maintenance, low cost, and ability to operate in hostile environments. They are particularly well suited for the rigors of industrial and traction drive environments. Today, induction motor drive is the most mature technology among various commutatorless motor drives [3-4]. For illustration, Fig. 5 shows industrial traction induction motors.

Figure 6 shows the typical characteristics of an induction motor drive. Vector control of induction motors can decouple its torque control from field control.

![Fig. 4. DC motor in the Hybrid Citroën Berlingo](image)

Extended speed range operation with constant power beyond base speed is accomplished by flux weakening. However, the presence of breakdown torque limits its extended constant power operation. At the critical speed, the breakdown torque is reached. Moreover, efficiency at high-speed range may suffer in addition to the fact that induction motors efficiency is inherently lower than that of permanent magnet motors due to the absence of rotor winding and rotor copper losses [1].

In general, induction motor drives were facing a number of drawbacks that pushed them out from the race of HEVs electric propulsion. These drawbacks are mainly: high loss, low efficiency, low power factor, and low inverter usage factor, which is more serious for high speed and large power motor. Fortunately, these drawbacks are taken into consideration according to the available literature. Some researches propose to take into account these problems in the design step of the induction motor used for HEVs [13-15].

To improve induction motor drives efficiency a new generation of control techniques has been proposed [16-17]. Some of the proposed techniques are particularly devoted to HEV applications [18-19], which constitute a progress compared to the study made in [20].

To extend the constant power region without oversizing the motor (to solve the problem of breakdown torque), it has been proposed the use of multi-phase pole-changing induction motor drive especially for traction application (Figs. 7 and 8) [21-22]. In [21], the key was to propose a new sinusoidal PWM strategy in such a way that the two carriers of the six-phase inverter are out of phase during four-pole operation, whereas they are in phase during two-pole operation. Another approach to enlarge the constant power region (up to 10:1) is to use dual inverters (Fig. 9) [23]. Finally, it should be noticed that certain research works tend to introduce the doubly-fed induction motor as electric propulsion, as they have excellent performance at low speeds (Fig. 10) [24].

C. Synchronous Motor (PM Brushless Motor)

PM brushless motors are most capable of competing with induction motors for the electric propulsion of HEVs. In fact, they are adopted by well-known automaker for their HEVs (Fig. 11).
These motors have a number of advantages, which are: (a) overall weight and volume significantly reduced for a given output power (high power density), (b) higher efficiency as mentioned above and (c) heat efficiently dissipated to surroundings. However, these motors inherently have a short constant power region (the fixed PM limit their extended speed range) (Fig. 12a). In order to increase the speed range and improve the efficiency of PM brushless motor, the conduction angle of the power converter can be controlled at above the base speed. Figure 12b shows the torque-speed characteristic of a PM brushless motor with conduction angle control. The speed range may be extended three to four times over the base speed. However, at very high-speed range the efficiency may drop, the motor may suffer from demagnetization.

There are various configurations of PM brushless motors. Depending on the arrangement of the PM, basically they can be classified as surface magnet mounted or buried magnet mounted, the latter being more rugged. The surface magnet designs may use fewer magnets, while the buried magnet designs may achieve higher air-gap flux density. Another configuration is the so-called PM hybrid motor, where the air-gap magnetic field is obtained through the combination of PM and field winding. In the broader term, PM hybrid motor may also include the motor whose configuration utilize the combination of PM motor and reluctance motor. PM hybrid motors offer wider speed range and higher overall efficiency but more complex construction [3]. Finally, the PM brushless motor is particularly privileged and suited for wheel direct-drive motor applications (Fig. 13) [27].
D. Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM)

Switched reluctance motors are gaining much interest and are recognized to have potential for HEV applications. These motors have the definite advantages of simple and rugged construction, fault-tolerant operation, simple control, and outstanding torque-speed characteristics (Fig. 14). SRM can inherently operate with extremely long constant power range. There are, however, several disadvantages, which for many applications outweigh the advantages. Among these disadvantages, acoustic noise generation, torque ripple, special converter topology, excessive bus current ripple, electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise generation. All of the above advantages as well as the disadvantages are quite critical for vehicle applications. Acceptable solutions to the above disadvantages are needed to get a viable SRM-based HEV [28-29]. Nevertheless, SRM is a solution that is actually envisaged for light and heavy HEV applications (Figs. 15 and 16) [30-31].

E. Industrial Applications

Table 1 briefly reviews the electric propulsion adopted in the automotive industry.

F. Preliminary Conclusions and Perspectives

The induction motor seems to be the most adapted candidate for the electric propulsion of urban HEVs. In fact, this solution is a consensual one as illustrated by the evaluation summarized in Table 2 and based on the main characteristics of the HEV electric propulsion, each of them is graded from 1 to 5 points, where 5 points means the best. Indeed, this evaluation is an update of the one done in [3].
However, among the above-mentioned motor electric propulsion features, the extended speed range ability and energy efficiency are the two basic characteristics that are influenced by vehicle dynamics and system architecture. Therefore, the selection of traction drives for HEVs demands special attention on these two characteristics. Moreover, the issue of extended speed range is significant to a vehicle’s acceleration performance, which is a design criteria usually determined by user’s demand. However, in real time driving, the vehicle rarely operates in extreme conditions (i.e. high speed and acceleration). Thus, the issue of energy efficiency of the system becomes important [1], [3]. From this analysis, a conclusion that should be drawn is that PM brushless motor is an alternative (Table 2). This is why competition remains hard between the induction and PM motors. In this context, some automakers try to combine the advantages of these two motors. In fact, on the GM HEV, called Sequel, an induction motor is used in the vehicle front and two PM brushless motors are used as wheel hub motors (Fig. 17a).

Recently, a new induction motor technology has been developed for traction application requiring flat or hub style motors (pancake or hub motor). The developed motor can produce the torque of a PM motor without using permanent magnet material. Other features include reduced manufacturing costs, and operation at higher temperatures and higher speed (Fig. 17b) [32].

### IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, potential candidates of traction motor, for parallel HEVs, have been presented and evaluated according to major requirements of a HEV electric propulsion system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEV Model</th>
<th>Propulsion System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSA Peugeot-Citroën / Berlingo (France)</td>
<td>DC Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden / ECOmmodore (Australia)</td>
<td>Switched Reluctance Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan/Maxima (Japan)</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda/Insight (Japan)</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota/Prion (Japan)</td>
<td>Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renault/Kangoo (France)</td>
<td>Induction Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevrolet/Silverado (USA)</td>
<td>Induction Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaimlerChrysler/Durango (Germany/USA)</td>
<td>Induction Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW/X5 (Germany)</td>
<td>Induction Motor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propulsion Systems</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>IM</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>SRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Density</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controllability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological maturity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ Total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The comparative study has revealed that the induction motor is the solution that makes the consensus even if competition remains hard with PM brushless motors. Moreover, this study consolidates other comparative investigations [33-34].
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